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Disposal of long lived radioactive wastes requires
an isolation for times that exceed reasonable
expectations of maintaining institutional controls. Prior
to implementation of the disposal concept, a thorough
understanding of the long-term behavior of the barriers
including materials and geological environment of
chosen must be reached.

There are difficulties in showing compliance with
safety criteria over long time-scales because of the
increase with time of the uncertainty associated with
the results of predictive models.

Time, or rate of change, can be an important and
useful indicator of the overall potential of a repository
or its individual components to isolate and contain long
lived radioactive materials. For example, time can be
used as a direct indicator:

- to show how a natural or engineered barrier per-
forms by observing or describing how long it takes
for an isotope to pass through or the isolation po-
tential of the natural system;

- to describe the rate of change of important
pararmeters of the natural system (pH, Eh, hy-
draulic gradients, etc.) or to describe the natural
evolution of minerals in the repository (bentonite
to illite clay forms).
The anthropogenic analogues include all the man

made systems which may give useful information on
rates of the processes potentially significant in assessing
the performance of a disposal system or its components.
Perhaps the most important research objects in this
category are the archaeological artefacts. The
anthropogenic analogues can be also useful while
studying the behavior of potential barrier materials
under repository conditions

In this work we have examined the archaeological
material exhumed from the archaeology monument
«Olviya». The ancient State Olviya is situated on the
territory of Ukraine (Nikolaev region) and it is
considered to be an integral part of the world historical
legacy. The samples of glasses were collected from P-
25 excavation. The collected glasses and metals dated
by I-II centuries of our era. They are situated in the

south-east part of the Upper State on the territory of
the Rome times.

Study with the facilitation of physical-chemical
and physical methods of research of chemical structure
and surface layers of materials. The various physical
methods of samples investigation were the following:
investigation with half-quantitative spectral analysis
performed on spectrograph (CTE-1); X-ray powder
diffraction with DRON-UM-1 diffractometers use, X-
ray fluorescent analysis (spectrometer VPA-30) and the
x-ray microanalysis (JXA-5).

Carried out microscopic researches have revealed
the specific forms of metals and glasses; corrosion and
dissolution of the surface that character is determined
by structure and physic-chemical conditions of its burial
place.

The geochemical analysis of exhumed soil sample
represented by clay loam is carried. It demonstrates
the pollution connected with ancient metallurgy. Is was
shown that the contents of the mobile forms of copper
in cultural ancient layer, the OlViyan epoch, makes up
5-6 mg/1. That is compared to the contents of mentioned
copper forms in modern soils of Ukraine (0,18-6 mg/l).

Study of structure superficial weathering of glass
layer and its internal undestroyed part using method
of the phase spectral analysis demonstrated that large
cation (Na, Ca, Mg) flow out the glass first. Study of
chemical composition of both glass and its altered layer
showed the ions of alkali and alkaline-earth metals to
diffuse from the glass into the environment under the
disposal conditions, aluminum accumulated in the
hydrated gel-like layer of the glass. Left components,
probably, crystallize, that is shown in irrization appear
on a surface of glass. The subsequent consolidation of
this layer leads to a layered structure formation, while
the gel layer deeper alterations cause crystalline phases
formation.

The work was carried out partly under
Research Contract No. 10748 with the IAEA in frame
of Co-ordinated Research Project on "Anthropogenic
Analogues for Geological Disposal of High Level and
Long Lived Radioactive Waste".
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